Abstract-In a stable packet-switched network, throughput equals offered load and packet backlogs do not build up in an unbounded manner. A network with an unstable operating region poses the problem that it may evolve eventually to a stable but saturated operating point with a low throughput. This paper considers the shuffle-exchange and bidirectional shuffle networks when operated with deflection routing. It is shown that both networks exhibit instability when packet contention is resolved in a random manner. However, instability can be avoided if contention is resolved in a manner that favors packets closest to their destinations. This obviates the need for complicated network access control to prevent instability.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N INTERCONNECTION networks [1] , contention arises when two or more packets arrive at a common node and want to go out on the same output. There are two ways to deal with contention. One of the packets could be declared the winner and routed to the output while the rest are buffered in the node so that they can try to access the output after the transmission of the first packet. The other method, often referred to as deflection routing [2] - [14] , is to route the losing packets to the "wrong" output. Attempts will be made later to route these packets to their destinations via a possibly different path. Apart from its simplicity, deflection routing has the advantage that packets are automatically diffused away from a congested link.
It is common to characterize the performance of a network by a delay-offered load curve. The delay-offered load curve, however, does not generally reveal potential network instability. The same offered load could correspond to two different operating points, one of which is unstable and which may evolve quickly to a stable but saturated operating point, where the throughput cannot sustain the offered load (i.e., input rate higher than output rate). This leads to a breakdown in the performance. Networks with unstable operating regions are Manuscript received May 17, 1995;  revised May 3, 1996 ; approved by IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING Editor R. Ramaswami. This work is supported by a Chinese University of Hong Kong Direct Grant and a UGC Earmarked Grant: CUHK 276/94E.
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undesirable because access control needs to be exercised to control the overall load in order to prevent network saturation.
In this paper, we show that shuffle-exchange and bidirectional shuffle networks experience throughput instability when packet contention is resolved in a random manner. However, the networks become stable if we favor packets closer to their destinations when resolving contention. Before deriving and discussing these results, the next section first describes the network model and assumptions adopted.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Interconnection networks are commonly classified as direct (or static [1] ) networks or indirect (or dynamic [1] ) networks. In the indirect networks, which are basically switches, packets enter the network via a set of input links and exit the network via a set of output links. Examples of indirect networks and results relevant to them can be found in [1] , [5] , [6] , [8] . In a direct networks, the sources and destinations are nodes rather than links. This papers concerns direct networks.
A. Network Connectivity and Routing
The basic structure of the shuffle-exchange network that this paper studies is a single-stage network with the output links connected back to the input links. Fig. 1 shows an example with four 2 2 nodes. Each 2 2 node in an -node network can be labeled by a distinct binary number , where or and . The upper output of the node is labeled 0 and the lower output is labeled 1. Node is connected to node via its upper output and to node via its lower output. This means that the next node that will be visited by a packet at the current node is found by removing bit from the label and stuffing on the right the single-bit label of the output on which the packet exits the current node.
Consider the routing of a packet from source to destination . The bits of the destination address are put into a header of the packet and used successively for routing. At the source node, is used. If , the packet is routed to output 0 and it reaches node . If , the packet is routed to output 1 and it reaches node . It can be seen that without contention from other packets, the sequence of nodes traversed by the packet is This paper assumes fixed-length packets and time-slotted synchronous network operation. Each time slot corresponds to the time needed to transmit a packet from a node to another node. Thus, a packet needs at least time slots (steps) before reaching its destination. If it is deflected, more steps are needed.
The above routing scheme, which is adopted in this paper, assumes a deflected or new packet is steps away from its destination. This is not optimal: the shortest path between two nodes is not always steps in a shuffle-exchange network. However, optimal routing of packets along their shortest paths are more complicated to implement-either a lookup table is needed at each node or some real-time computation needs to be done. The analysis of shortest path routing is also more difficult. Whether instability exists when shortest-path routing is used is an interesting subject for further study.
B. Network Access
Once a packet enters the network, it is a matter of time before it reaches its destination. There will be no packet loss inside the network. However, packets may be dropped outside the network if the offered load exceeds the maximum throughput.
With reference to Fig. 2 , which shows the internal structure of a node, there is a mechanism at each input for the removal of packets destined for the node and the injection of packets originating from the node. A packet from the "outside" enters the network via an input queue. It must wait for an empty slot on the input links (i.e., when one of the inputs does not carry an active arriving packet from another node) before it can enter the network. If packets enter the input queue faster than the rate at which empty slots arrive (which could happen when the offered load is higher than the network throughput), the input queue fills up and packets are dropped when the buffer overflows.
Various access policies for the network are possible. The simplest is the greedy policy, in which the packet at the head of the input queue immediately enters the network upon seeing an empty slot on one of the inputs. The analytical throughput results of this paper are independent of access schemes. They point to the possibility of instability when contention in the network is resolved randomly and the greedy network-access scheme is used. 
C. Analysis Assumptions
This paper, like many others [5] - [8] , adopts the balancedtraffic and independence assumption that an input packet to a node that is not its final destination is equally likely to desire any of the node outputs, independently of the situation at the other input. This is a good approximation when the network is large and when the packets originating from each node in the network is equally likely to be destined for any other nodes in the network.
We further assume that links in the network have the same loading. Again, this is a good approximation when the traffic is uniform. Whether instability exists when the traffic in nonuniform and the links are unevenly loaded is a topic for further study.
For random contention resolution, packets desiring the same output at a node are equally likely to be chosen as the winner. For the shortest-distance priority scheme, the packet closest to its destination will be the winner; in case of a tie, contention among winners is resolved in a random manner.
Before leaving this section, we note that the delay performance of the basic shuffle-exchange network has been studied in [7] . In fact, contention resolution that favors packet closest to its destination was originally suggested there. The focus in [7] was on the mean delay as a function of link loading. Network instability is, however, not revealed readily from the delay-link load curve. Our work focuses on the throughput instead. Apart from the basic shuffle-exchange network, this paper also studies the performance of the bidirectional shuffle network and shows that despite the improved throughput, instability still occurs so long as random contention resolution is used. successfully routed at a node and the distance is set back to each time the packet is deflected: routing starts anew after each deflection. The absorbing state, state 0, in the state-transition diagram, corresponds to the packet reaching its destination.
III. SHUFFLE-EXCHANGE NETWORK

A. Random Contention Resolution
For random contention resolution, the deflection probability is independent of the state and can be written as . Similarly, the success probability can be written as . Let denote the expected additional number of steps (deflected or undeflected) needed by a packet in state to reach its destination node. We have (1) Equation (1) is a linear difference equation in . The homogeneous solution to is and a particular solution to is . Therefore, the general solution is given by (2) where is a constant to be found by matching the boundary condition. The boundary condition yields . Substituting this into (2) and setting , we get (3) Let be the probability of finding a packet at an input link at the beginning of a time slot; this is the link loading. Then, with probability an input packet will encounter a packet at the other input of the same node that desires the same output. Thus, with the random contention-resolution scheme, the packet will be deflected with probability . The total throughput of the network is given by Little's Law (i.e., the expected number of packets in the whole network divided by the expected packet delay) (4) It can be shown from the above that for for and reaches its maximum at . This can be achieved using the greedy access policy when the input queues at the nodes are saturated. Note that we assume that a node can inject/remove a number of packets up to the number of input links to it. In this case, the maximum throughput of the system is equal to its saturation throughput . As long as the offered load is lower than , the input queues will not saturate.
Network Congestion and Instability: Things become more complicated when because then the maximum throughput is not obtained when the input queues are saturated. For each , we can find a link loading such that for all . This implies . Note that when the traffic pattern is nonuniform, the boundary case may well be a value of other than five.
Physically, what happens is that there are two factors that influence in opposing directions. On one hand, a higher value of indicates more packets are being routed, and therefore throughput should be higher. On the other hand, when there are more packets in the system, packet deflections due to contention are more likely. When is large enough it may take so many steps for packets to reach their destinations that the throughput actually decreases. The reason why this does not happen for smaller is that the distance to destination is bounded by , and the penalty associated with deflections is not so high when is small.
The fact that also reveals that the system is unstable. Let denote the total offered load (incoming traffic to the input queues). With reference to Fig. 4(a) and (b), there are three regions of operation: , , and . When , the input queues saturate because the input rate of packets is greater than the sustainable output rate, the throughput. If the greedy access policy is used, a new packet will enter the system as soon as a packet reaches its destination and leaves the system. Therefore, the achieved throughput , corresponding to the full link-loading situation when . When , the queues will not saturate, and throughput equals offered load:
. When , the system can either be in the stable or unstable regions. In the stable region, throughput equals offered load:
. In the unstable region, the system quickly evolves away from the region, ending up either at and , the saturated case, or at and , the unsaturated case. This kind of instability is akin to that in the Aloha multiaccess network, of which a discussion can be found in [15] . A more detailed explanation of the instability in the shuffle-exchange network can be found in [16] . A general stability condition can be derived for arbitrary symmetric networks (not just the shuffle-exchange network) as follows: Let there be links in the system. Then, Little's Law gives , where is the average delay. Differentiating with respect to , we have . Thus, if and only if . Thus, the general condition for stability is From the analytical curves, it can be seen that each curve has an unstable region. This is further confirmed by in our simulation experiments in which no data points can be collected at the unstable region because the system equilibrium is not possible there.
When the network is large (large ) throughput per node degrades quite substantially. Furthermore, the instability problem becomes more severe: 1) and become smaller so that the system can be "jolted" into the unstable region more easily and 2) becomes a smaller fraction of . Table I presents with more precision the simulation results of a network with , assuming greedy access algorithm. As can be seen, the maximum throughput that can be reached is about 0.42. Also, when the offered load to the input queues is larger than can be sustained, the network becomes unstable, and the link loading becomes saturated. The throughput degrades to a very low value when instability occurs. The results in Table I also show that it is impossible to obtain throughput-versus-link-loading data at the unstable region in simulation (thus, confirming instability), although the region can be derived analytically. The analysis is valid regardless of the specific access-control policy used, whereas the simulation assumes the greedyaccess scheme. If an appropriate congestion-control access mechanism other than the greedy-access scheme is exercised, it is possible to stabilize the system and it will then be possible to operate in the previously unstable but now stabilized region (this has been confirmed in simulation experiments to be reported elsewhere). However, it is not desirable to operate in this region because there is a better operating point with the same throughput but lower link loading (hence, lower delay).
With appropriate access control, offered load of up to can be sustained without instability. As an example of an access control scheme, we could introduce tokens in the network. A packet is not allowed to enter the network until it has acquired a token from one of the input links, and the token will be released back to the network only when the packet has reached its destination. In this way, is kept to be no more than .
B. Shortest-Distance Priority Contention Resolution
One might also explore contention-resolution policies that are more clever and hope that instability does not occur. In this section, we show that an arbitration policy that favors packets closer to their destinations will stabilize the system [6] - [8] . When a packet in state is deflected back to state , previous routing steps are wasted. The idea of favoring packets closer to their destinations is to minimize the amount of routing effort that is wasted given that deflection is inevitable.
The analysis of this strategy is more complicated because the deflection probability is state-dependent. Instead of the uniform deflection probability , we have for the deflection probability at state , . Although tokens are not used in reality, we can still imagine for analytical purposes that there are fictitious tokens, one on each link, circulating around the network. A packet at an input queue must acquire an unused token before it can enter the network. When the packet reaches its destination, the token is released and can be acquired by another packet.
A token is said to be active and in state , , if the packet it carries is in state . A token is inactive or in state 0 if it is unused. Note that as far as the evolution of the state of the token is concerned, there is no absorbing state, since it can get out of state 0 if it is acquired by another packet.
We trace the evolution of the state of a particular token. Let be the probability that the token is in state at the beginning of a time slot. We have (6) Define (7) to be the probability of the token in either state 1, , or . By definition, the probability of the token being active is . An active token implies the link it occupies is active. Since every link has a token on it at all time, the probability of an active token must also be the probability of an active link. Thus (8) The probability of a packet in state being deflected is given by the sum of the probability of being deflected by a packet in state and the probability of being deflected by a packet in state below (9) Substituting the above into (6) for , summing equations up to index , and after some manipulation, we obtain (10) Equation (10) is subject to this interpretation: the probability that the token is active and in state or lower is equal to the probability that it was in the previous time slot an active token in state between two and and that the packet it carries was not deflected.
The probability of a token in state 1 not being deflected is , and not being deflected means the packet carried by it reaches the final destination. Therefore the throughput of the network is given by (11) Unfortunately, cannot be solved in closed form in terms of from (8) and (10) .
Equations (8) and (10), however, do let us show that the kind of instability associated with random contention-resolution policy does not occur here. The key is to show that for all . From (11)
From (10) (13) Substituting , we find that . It can be easily shown by induction using (13) that for all . Thus (14) Fig. 5(b) shows throughput per node versus link loading for and . As shown, there is a marked improvement in the maximum achievable throughput compared with random contention resolution. It can also be verified that there is no instability. Although instability does not occur, the deflection penalty is still rather significant for large . The next section considers a version of shuffle network in which the shuffle links are bidirectional so as to reduce the deflection penalty.
IV. BIDIRECTIONAL SHUFFLE NETWORK
Suppose that the links of the shuffle-exchange network is bidirectional so that in each time slot, a packet can travel in the backward direction while another one can travel in the forward direction. In actual implementation, each node is 4 4 in dimensions, and there is a set of "unshuffle" links laying sideby-side with the set of shuffle links. When a packet is deflected from node to node , thanks to the link in the reverse direction connecting node to node , the packet can travel back to node from node in the next time slot, correcting the deflection in one step.
In general, a packet can be deflected a number of times in succession. In the above scenario, for example, the packet deflected from node to node can be deflected again from node to node . So, one can easily come up with scenarios in which the packets are deflected a number times, correctly routed a number of times, but before returning back to node , are deflected again. But in each case, there is always a route back to node , and ways can be found to keep track of the deflections and therefore the correction steps for them can be devised systematically.
A packet that enters the network can choose to travel to its destination via two possible routes: the shuffle route is the same as that in the original basic shuffle network, and the unshuffle route consists of a set of unshuffle links. In the latter, the order in which the destination address bits are used for routing is reversed (i.e., starting from bit up to bit ). We assume here that the shuffle and unshuffle routes are chosen with equal probability. A packet at a node generally wants to go to one output but could be deflected to one of the other three outputs. Deflections to a shuffle link are corrected by traversing in a reverse-direction unshuffle link and deflections to an unshuffle link are corrected by traversing in the reversedirection shuffle link. A routing scheme that manipulates the packet headers in a systematic fashion to convey the routing actions needed to correct deflections can be found in [8] .
(Note: although [8] concerns an indirect network rather than direct network, the routing mechanism can be extended to the undirected network in a straightforward manner.) Fig. 6 shows the state-transition diagram in which the state is distance to destination. Each deflection causes the distance to increase by one. There is a "reflection" boundary at state , where the distance remains the same even after a deflection. Strictly speaking, the distance alone does not fully capture all the essential components for a precise performance study. The deflection probability of a packet, say on a shuffle input (unshuffle) link, also depends on whether it wants to go to a shuffle (unshuffle) or unshuffle (shuffle) output link. The complete analysis is rather involved, and we will make the simplifying assumption that the deflection probability only depends on the distance of the packet. In addition, we will also assume that an arriving packet to a node that is not its final destination is equally likely to be destined for any of the four outputs.
A. Random-Contention Resolution
For the random-contention resolution scheme, and . As before, let be the expected number of additional hops a packet in state will experience before reaching the destination node. Then (15) (16) (17) It is routine to solve the above difference equation with the two boundary equations to yield [17] (18)
To find in terms of link loading , focus on a particular output and consider the probability of at least one input packet desiring it. This is . If there is at least one input packet targeted for the output, there is an undeflected packet on it after the routing at the node. Thus, this is also the probability of finding an undeflected packet on an output link. By conservation, the probability must equal the probability of finding a packet on an input link and that it will not be deflected, . Hence In particular, is dominated by the term for large , and we can write (21) Comparing the above with (3), the expected delay in the basic shuffle network, we notice a very significant improvement: whereas the expected delay in (3) grows exponentially with , the expected delay here grows only linearly with . We should expect a marked improvement in throughput also.
Let us consider the system throughput as a function of link loading . There are four links to a node. By Little's Law, , from which we can get Thus, the system becomes unstable once exceeds 0.825. However, the instability is less severe than that in the basic shuffle network for two reasons: 1) in the basic shuffle network, the critical is much smaller and 2) the critical decreases to zero as increases. Fig. 5(c) shows throughput per node versus link loading for , and 20. Compared with Fig. 5(a) , where the results of the basic shuffle network are plotted, we see a substantial throughput improvement. Furthermore, instability is minor and that is close to . Although instability is still caused by packets with large distance values winning over packets with small distance values, the smaller deflection penalty accounts for the less severe form of instability. That is inversely proportional to is also indicated by these curves.
B. Shortest-Distance Priority Contention Resolution
We now investigate the stabilizing effect brought about by the shortest-distance priority contention resolution scheme. The notation used will be the same as that in Section III-B. For a packet in state , the probability of being deflected is where is the probability of being deflected by a packet of the same state and is the probability of being deflected by a packet of a lower state. For each of the other inputs, is the probability of finding a packet of the same state destined for the same output. The arbitration among packets of the same state is random: i.e., if there are packets of the same state for the same output, each packet is the winner with probability , we have
Let , which is the probability of finding a packet of a lower state destined for the same output. Then, where is a function of and . Again, can be found by solving for the root of a polynomial. After that, for can then be found using the dynamic equation (29). This numerical method is not iterative and one pass will let us find for all . The link loading is then found by . Note that this method finds given a rather than the other way round. Fig. 5(c) , in which random contention resolution is assumed, we see only slight improvements in throughput performance (relative to those seen in the basic shuffle-exchange network). This is because the deflection penalty in the bidirectional shuffle network is not as high as in the basic shuffle network. Therefore, even though the number of deflections has been reduced with the shortestdistance priority scheme, the effect is not large. As can also be seen, the improvements are only obvious when is close to one, where the random contention resolution scheme is unstable.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has investigated the issue of stability in shuffleexchange and bidirectional shuffle networks when operated with deflection routing. In a stable packet-switched network, throughput equals offered load and packet backlogs do not build up in an unbounded fashion. We have shown analytically the possibility of the existence of instability when packet contention in the networks is resolved randomly. The existence of instability has been confirmed by simulation. Resolving contention in a manner that favors packets closest to their destinations is an obvious way to improve the throughput performance in the shuffle-like networks. Perhaps more importantly, the shortest-distance priority scheme removes instability. This implies that elaborate network access control for instability prevention is not needed and the simple greedy access policy can be used. Although not shown in this paper, the above observations are also true for the stay-or-shuffle network [6] , as detailed in [16] .
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